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The U.S. Partnership for Renewable Energy Finance (PREF)1 at the American Council on
Renewable Energy (ACORE)2 is an affiliation of leading companies that invest in renewable
energy resources. PREF’s membership includes some of the nation’s foremost institutional
investors, renewable energy developers, and corporate energy offtakers and consumers,
including leading manufacturers and technology companies. PREF member companies have
invested tens of billions of dollars in energy infrastructure in Texas, and we continue to support
policies that ensure electric reliability and a level playing field for all energy resources in Texas’
ERCOT market.

Texas has attracted more than $70 billion in new renewable energy investment because it is
blessed with abundant renewable natural resources able to power low-cost, low-emission
electricity generation.3 Additionally, it has a large and diverse industrial sector and a rapidly
growing technology sector, both of which are increasingly looking to access local renewable
power when making investment and siting decisions. Texas consumers have benefited from
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lower costs and a cleaner environment by harnessing renewable energy. The Texas economy has
benefited from investment, especially in rural areas, and the ability to use the availability of
renewable power as a recruiting tool when attracting other industries and investment to the state.

Renewable energy development is currently providing more than $270 million in state, local and
property tax revenues this year, along with lease payments to farmers, ranchers and other
landowners totaling over $140 million annually.4 These revenue streams, which help fund school
districts and local governments across the state, may be placed at risk by policy proposals now
under consideration. In the communities where wind, solar, and energy storage projects have
invested, they are often the top taxpayers to school districts and local governments.

Any changes made in the ERCOT market that undermine these investments and their
longstanding contracts with corporate and commercial offtakers could devalue these projects,
reducing their ad valorem value and decreasing the tax benefits they provide to Texas
communities, especially harmful in areas where economic diversification has been driven largely
by these projects. Further, we remain concerned that unjustified market changes that harm the
more than $70 billion in renewable generation investments will not only harm investors and
communities, but deter future investments in the Texas market, contrary to the Commission’s
stated goals.

For example, assigning ancillary service costs exclusively or disproportionately to renewable
generators would significantly undermine current investments, discourage future business
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investment in Texas and significantly alter how ancillary costs have historically been allocated in
Texas with no clear benefit. Moreover, it is important to note that ancillary service costs are not
correlated with the levels of renewable energy deployment. While renewable deployment has
grown more than 250% in ERCOT over the past decade, ancillary services purchases have
remained relatively flat.5 Rather than improving grid reliability, retroactively changing
renewable project economics risks driving existing generation offline, exacerbating the very
problem that needs to be solved.6

Unbalanced cost allocation proposals appear to be premised on the discredited assumption that
renewable energy was disproportionately responsible for the state’s February power outages.7
Renewable energy provides affordable electricity that saves Texas consumers more than $1
billion per year8 while the “fuel diversity” renewable energy delivers provides a hedge against
rising fuel prices now occurring, which are already financially harming consumers.

Renewables have proven less susceptible to climate-induced weather extremes than thermal
generation, such as natural gas, coal, or nuclear power.9 In fact, while wind power outperformed
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forecasts across the state during the vast majority of the February power outages, thermal power
plants did the opposite ― with nearly twice the amount of generation going offline as projected
under ERCOT’s “extreme” generator outage scenario.10 It is also relevant to note that the lights
largely stayed on in the parts of Texas served by the adjacent grid operator, Southwest Power
Pool (SPP), which has a greater reliance on renewable energy.11

This dynamic recently repeated itself again when ERCOT reported that unplanned thermal
generation outages were largely responsible for June’s capacity shortfalls, with 75% of the lost
megawatts coming from natural gas, coal, and nuclear power.12 It has been repeatedly noted that
Texas has sufficient “dispatchable” generation capacity, but that capacity has failed to “show up”
when needed the most either due to fuel supply challenges, transmission constraints, mechanical
failure, maintenance delays, or other issues. We urge you to focus your attention on addressing
these challenges, and not impose unrealistic expectations and unjustified market changes on
renewable energy resources that have performed largely as expected, delivering lower-cost and
lower-emission power while acting as a fuel price hedge to protect consumers in a rapidly
growing state.
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In light of the record, and the wide-ranging benefits renewable energy investment brings to
Texas, we respectfully urge a focus on technology-neutral policy proposals that genuinely
enhance electric reliability and avoid inadvertently undermining business investments made in
the state. Any assignment of costs should be based on cost causation principles, and any new
ancillary service products should allow for non-discriminatory provision of those services based
on the capability, and not the type, of the resource to actually improve reliability. Texas benefits
from a balanced generation portfolio that leverages the attributes of each energy resource to
deliver affordability and reliability while reducing emissions. We urge you to encourage that
diversity to continue, for the benefit of Texas consumers and the Texas economy.

U.S. PREF appreciates the opportunity to offer comments in this proceeding and looks forward
to working with Public Utility Commission members and staff in the effort to enact policies that
enhance Texas’ energy systems and economic future.
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